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Transient X-Ray Absorption Near Edge Structure
Spectroscopy Using Broadband Free-Electron Laser Pulses

Pavle Juraníc,* Claudio Cirelli,* Talgat Mamyrbayev, Yohei Uemura, Joan Vila-Comamala,
Frederico Alves Lima, Camila Bacellar, Philip J. M. Johnson, Eduard Prat, Sven Reiche,
Anna Wach, Iuliia Bykova, Victoria Kabanova, Christopher Milne, and Christian David*

A new method for time-resolved X-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) spectroscopy that enables faster data acquisition and requires
smaller sample quantities for high-quality data, thus allowing the analysis of
more samples in a shorter time is introduced. The method uses large
bandwidth free electron laser pulses to measure laser-excited XANES spectra
in transmission mode. A beam-splitting grating configuration allows
simultaneous measurements of the spectra of the incoming X-ray Free
Electron Laser (XFEL) pulses and transmission XANES, which is crucial for
compensating the pulse-dependent intensity and spectrum fluctuations due
to the self-amplified spontaneous emission operation. The implementation of
this new methodology is applied on a liquid solution of ammonium iron(III)
oxalate jet and is compared to previous results, showing great improvements
in the speed of acquisition and spectral resolution, and the ability to measure
a large 2-D spectral-time map quickly.

1. Introduction

X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy is
a powerful technique that provides both electronic and struc-
tural information on the local environment around an absorb-
ing atom.[1] By tuning the X-ray photon energy to be res-
onant with the element absorption edge of interest, it can
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probe the sample with chemical sensitiv-
ity, providing information from the per-
spective of the various species that com-
pose the material. This method is ap-
plied to a range of different substances,
including liquid, gas-phase, and solid-
state samples. This flexibility has made
XANES a popular technique for users
of accelerator-based X-ray facilities and
tabletop X-ray sources. One particular
type of experiment that has taken full
advantage of the information provided
by this technique is time-resolved X-
ray spectroscopy in which the sample is
photo-excited with ultrafast laser pulses
and subsequently probed using XANES.
These techniques were first developed al-
most two decades ago[2–6] and have been
implemented at a variety of light sources

around the world.[7–12] The measurements have been used in a
range of research fields, including chemistry, biology, and ma-
terial science. With the introduction of intense femtosecond X-
ray pulses at X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFELs)[13–19] that can be
synchronized with an external optical laser, XANES has moved
into the femtosecond time domain,[20] allowing the ultrafast dy-
namics to be investigated in systems such as spin-crossover
molecular species,[21–23] photo catalytically active materials,[24–27]

and metalloporphyrin-based proteins.[28–30] This step from syn-
chrotron to XFEL measurements enabled researchers to execute
pump-probe XANES measurements, creating an active field of
research in recent years.

The biggest challenge to the implementation of the XANES
technique at XFELs[20] has been the requirement to scan the
photon energy of the incident beam to obtain a complete X-
ray absorption spectrum. While XANES measurements at syn-
chrotrons are routine due to the high long-term stability of the
X-ray beam, the XFEL pulses are characterized by strong shot-to-
shot fluctuations in both their intensity and energy spectrum due
to the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) process that
generates the XFEL radiation in most XFELs around the world.
These fluctuations significantly hinder the normalization of the
XANES spectrum versus the incoming spectrum across any kind
of data acquisition that utilizes a monochromator or energy scan
at XFELs. The combination of an easily normalized spectrum and
a short intense X-ray pulse useful for pump-probe XANES has so
far been difficult to achieve at synchrotrons and at XFELs.
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Previous efforts to achieve these two goals were attempted at
the SACLA XFEL (Japan) and at LCLS (California, USA). An at-
tempt to overcome the spectral normalization issue was made at
the SACLA XFEL, in which a diffraction grating followed by an X-
ray mirror was used to create two copies of the SASE XFEL beam,
allowing the sample to be measured using transmission XANES
in one beam while the other is used as a reference for the X-
ray spectrum.[31] This approach was applied in the study of fem-
tosecond ligand disassociation dynamics in ammonium iron(III)
oxalate in aqueous solution. However, the SACLA attempt was
limited by the narrow bandwidth ΔE/E of 0.3% at 7.1 keV the
SACLA XFEL provided, still requiring an energy scan to get a full
XANES spectrum. In addition, the nonuniformity of the 2D X-
ray detector used to measure the two dispersed X-ray spectra re-
quired further correction beyond simple normalization between
the sample and reference measurement. Moreover, the 1 and −1
order diffraction efficiency of the gratings was only a few percent,
making the method rather photon-inefficient. Another attempt
to overcome the pump-probe XANES issues at XFELs was made
at the LCLS XFEL using a dispersive X-ray spectrometer based
on bent Si crystals[32] placed before and after the sample, allow-
ing the incident and transmitted X-ray spectrum to be measured
on a shot-by-shot basis while probing matter under extreme
pressure.[33] However, this attempt also used a narrow bandwidth
of the XFEL, with an ΔE/E of ≈1% at 2.5 keV, and was not used to
measure ultrafast dynamics. Another measurement at LCLS with
a relatively large bandwidth mode of ≈100 eV centered at the iron
K edge was recently published.[34] This work employed a similar
geometry as[32] and presents fluence-dependent statistic XANES
data on iron foils. Further evaluations were done at SACLA, com-
paring the time-resolved XANES signal strengths measured in
transmission and fluorescence.[35] This study concluded that flu-
orescent detection resulted in an efficiency of about an order
of magnitude larger than the transmission mode method pre-
sented in[31] for monochromator scans. The method presented
in this manuscript demonstrates that combining a higher grat-
ing transmission efficiency in the 1st and −1st order with a
large incoming spectrum bandwidth leads to transmission mode
being the most efficient choice for the time-resolved XANES
measurements.

An ideal setup to maximize the efficiency of XANES measure-
ments at an XFEL would combine the elements from the ex-
periments at SACLA and LCLS with a large incoming spectrum
bandwidth to get complete XANES spectra without the require-
ment for photon energy scanning. Recent developments by the
SwissFEL beam dynamics group at the Paul Scherrer Institut
(Switzerland) showed that this XFEL was capable of producing
bandwidths of ≈3% ΔE/E.[36,37] In addition, the nanofabrication
lab at the Paul Scherrer Institut, where SwissFEL is located, also
developed more advanced methods for the manufacture of dia-
mond gratings having improved transmission in the 1st and−1st
order. These developments prompted the authors to attempt the
optimized transmission XANES measurement experiment, with
results that demonstrated that this methodology is more efficient
and faster than previous XANES experiments at XFELs. The com-
bination of more reliable detectors, a more efficient grating, a
larger XFEL bandwidth, a spectrometer with a larger bandwidth
acceptance, and better temporal resolution pushes this method-
ology from being a proof-of-principle concept to a viable exper-

imental method that saves both time and sample quantity, thus
enabling higher throughput user experiments.

2. Setup and Measurement

The experiment was carried out at the iron K-edge X-ray energy
(7.112 keV) at the Alvra end station of SwissFEL, using their
main experimental (Prime) chamber and the secondary (Flex)
table setups.[38] The sample used was ammonium iron (III) ox-
alate, (NH)3Fe(C2O4)3 · 3 H2O, in an aqueous solution compara-
ble to the one used in the SACLA experiment.[39] To compare this
experiment with previous results, we used a similar molar den-
sity for the sample of 500 mm in the liquid jet. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 1. The beam was focused by a pair of
Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors so that the slightly defocused beam at
the sample jet plane had an illumination of 20 μm × 20 μm. The
PRIME chamber was filled with helium at a pressure of 800 mbar.
Prior to reaching the sample plane, the beam was split by a
600 nm period diamond transmission grating with 2.65 μm high
structures. The first-order beam passed through the 100 μm thick
liquid jet, while the negative first-order beam passed through the
chamber without impinging on the sample. This second beam
was used as the reference spectrum for normalization. During
the XANES measurements, the grating was tilted[40] to 64° from
the vertical to reach the optimum effective line height of 6 μm.
In this condition, this setup delivered ≈40% of the beam in the
1st and −1st order beams each, and only ≈1% in the 0 order. The
diamond grating was manufactured using high-resolution elec-
tron beam lithography and a deep reactive ion etching process,
similar to the one described in ref. [41].

The two first-order beams exited the PRIME chamber through
a diamond window to go to an in-air bent crystal spectrometer
setup on the FLEX table. The spectrometer was made from a Si
<110> bent crystal used in the <220> geometry with a radius
of curvature of 12.8 mm mounted on a multi-directional mover
stage that can also rotate the crystal. The spectra were observed by
a detector setup consisting of a Ce:LuAG scintillating screen and
a lens that images the screen onto a PCO.edge 5.5 camera. The
detector system was located 100 mm from the surface of the bent
crystal. The SwissFEL SASE pulses used in the experiment had
a 3% ΔE/E bandwidth centered at 7.17 keV, with a pulse energy
≈740 μJ.[36] The FEL setup for the measurements did not have a
spatial chirp, unlike that in.[36]

The pump laser used in the experiment is the Aramis end-
station experimental laser at SwissFEL[38] was tuned to a cen-
tral wavelength of 400 nm. It was focused down to a spot size of
≈44 μm by 37 μm, delivering ≈20.5 μJ of laser pulse energy, yield-
ing a fluence of ≈1260 mJ cm−2. The laser/X-ray pump-probe
delay was set by a motorized stage on the laser arm of the experi-
ment. An alignment screen and camera were set up downstream
of the experiment for alignment.

The spectrum was optimized to produce a large bandwidth
that covered the range between ≈7035 and 7260 eV, giving a
bandwidth of 225 eV. A typical single-shot spectrum of the large
bandwidth mode taken by the experiment spectrometer setup is
shown in Figure 2. The spectrometer was calibrated by using a
monochromator scan to retrieve a pixel-to-energy map along the
dispersive direction of the camera sensor. The spectra were evalu-
ated by summing up the signal on the spectrometer camera along
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Figure 1. Experimental setup at the Alvra end-station at SwissFEL. The photon beam is passed through a transmission grating with one of the 1st order
beams delivered to the sample liquid jet. The −1st order beam which does not travel through the liquid jet, is used for spectral measurements of the
XFEL beam for shot-to-shot normalization. The spectra are dispersed by the bent Si <220> crystals onto a camera.

a region of interest of the nondispersive axis for each dispersive
pixel position of the detector to produce a 1D spectrum, like the
one shown in Figure 2. Two such regions of interest were set up
on the camera detector, one for the signal spectrum, and one for
the reference spectrum.

The experiment was conducted by running SwissFEL at
100 Hz repetition rate, and the laser at 50 Hz repetition rate. This
allowed a comparison of the pumped and unpumped spectra on a
pulse-to-pulse basis and also to normalize the 1st order transmis-
sion XANES spectra versus the −1st order measurement of the
beam. We recorded 5000 of both pumped and unpumped spec-
tra at each temporal delay step, with ≈10 delay steps per tempo-
ral scan. The differential XANES spectrum between excited and
ground states is calculated on a shot-to-shot basis. These differ-
ential spectra are distributed along the time delay axis based on
the arrival time of the timing tool and then averaged within a se-
lectable delay step size (25 fs in Figure 3).[42] The average acqui-
sition times were ≈10 min per XANES spectrum. Similar mea-
surements done with a monochromator at the Alvra beamline at
SwissFEL usually take several hours over the same energy range.
The data was processed on a single-shot basis by first normaliz-

ing the pumped and unpumped XANES spectra between the ref-
erence and signal XFEL spectra on the spectrometer according to
the equation.

Sxas = −ln
(
Sref∕Ssig

)
(1)

where Sxas is the normalized XANES spectrum and the Sref and
Ssig are the reference spectrum and signal through the sample
jet for each shot, respectively. We take the difference between the
pumped and unpumped XANES spectra to observe the effect of
the laser excitation for each time delay step sorted with the timing
tool, and the spectra within that step are averaged. The equation
used to find this effect per shot is

Sdiff = Sxas_pump − Sxas_upump (2)

where Sdiff is the difference between the Sxas_pump and Sxas_upump
spectra, the pumped and unpumped XANES spectra, respec-
tively. The resulting 2D XANES pump-probe map is shown in
Figure 3. The 2D XANES pump-probe map recreates a 1D energy
XANES transient spectrum at any time step when taken along a

Figure 2. A typical single-shot large bandwidth spectrum camera shows the visible 1st and −1st order a), with the 0 order being almost completely
suppressed. The 1st order spectrum and its 1D projection (red line) b).
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Figure 3. XANES pump-probe map of ammonium iron (III) oxalate. The 2D time-delay versus energy map with line projections along 7118 eV (red line,
vertical) and 70 fs (blue line, horizontal) a). A XANES transient spectrum at 70 fs time delay b), and a kinetic trace extracted at the photon energy of
7118 eV with a fitting curve to determine the rise time c).

time step, and a pump-probe 1D graph when taken along a con-
stant photon energy point with an energy acceptance window of
1 eV.

Before measuring on the liquid jet, the setup was character-
ized by measuring the K-edge XANES with an iron (Fe) foil of
6 μm thickness at 7112 eV. This static measurement was conve-
nient to fully characterize the setup and determine the efficiency
of the method proposed here. The measurement was compared
to a reference spectrum from the X-ray Absorption Data Library
(IXANES)[43] and the data taken by Matt Newville on the APS
20-BM-B beamline. Previous static measurements with foils at
the Alvra end-station at SwissFEL have shown that the energy
resolution of the scan is typically lower than the reference syn-
chrotron data, and that is also visible in the measurement pre-
sented in Figure 4. The fluence we had at the experiment was
≈2*1015W cm−2, which was below the fluence threshold for the
saturable absorption effects described and discussed in.[34,44] A
slightly lower energy resolution at nonseeded X-ray FELs is ex-
pected due to the nature of the accelerator where position, energy,
and intensity single-shot jitters, as well as long-term drifts of the
X-ray beam properties can occur. The Fe K-edge XANES mea-
surement shown here nicely matches the reference data in terms

Figure 4. Comparison of the XANES Fe foil data from this experiment and
that taken from a reference library from a synchrotron.

of position and the shape of the postedge features, but agrees
less well for narrower features like the pre-edge shoulder and the
white line peak. However, the resolution is sufficient to see time-
dependent phenomena and demonstrate the method highlighted
in this paper.

3. Result

The Fe K-edge XANES measurements presented here indicate
that the method follows Poisson statistics, enabling an estimate
of the method’s effectiveness. The evaluation method consists of
taking N shots at random from a very large dataset, calculating
their averaged spectrum, and then inspecting the deviation of
this averaged spectrum with respect to the spectrum calculated
averaging the whole dataset. This is then repeated 100 times, se-
lecting the N different spectra randomly every time. The evalua-
tion, graphically shown in Figure 5, follows the expected 1∕

√
N,

giving, for example, a deviation from the mean of ≈1% for 10 000
spectra.

The foil evaluations show that the quality of the data matches
reference spectra. However, the discussion in[35] concluded that
the fluorescence method is about an order of magnitude more
efficient in producing signal relative to the number of input pho-
tons when compared to the transmission time-resolved XANES
with an ΔE/E bandwidth of 0.3%. This evaluation has several
caveats: the measurements were done with a smaller bandwidth
than the method presented in this paper, and the 1st and −1st
diffraction orders of the grating were an order of magnitude
smaller than the 0 order. Both of these issues have been ad-
dressed in our setup, with the larger bandwidth of the SwissFEL
pulses being at 3%, and the grating diffraction efficiency of the 1st
and −1st order now being an order of magnitude higher than in
earlier experiments, yielding an increase in X-ray flux per pulse of
≈400 times with respect to that in.[35] The transmission efficiency
improvement changes the relative efficiency of the two methods,
and the addition of the large bandwidth pushes the transmission
time-resolved XANES further ahead.

The monochromator bandwidth that is required for these flu-
orescence measurements at Alvra is ≈0.02% (1.4 eV), meaning
that ≈15 monochromator steps were needed to match the 0.3%
(21.3 eV) bandwidth of the SASE pulses. Because the setup pre-
sented here has a 3% (200 eV) bandwidth, the same monochro-
mator scans would need to be done 150 times to scan over the
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Figure 5. Evaluation of Fe foil measurements at 7112 eV. The average of the scan for a number of shots (1 shot to 39 000 shots) a), the difference
between the averages of the subset and the whole data set b), and the relationship between the accuracy of the measurement versus the size of the
selected subset of data c).

same energy range. In both cases, the method presented here
is at least an order of magnitude faster than the monochroma-
tor measurement. Being able to do just a one-time scan for a
large bandwidth also greatly mitigates issues with timing drifts
that can occur in pump-probe experiments when forced to do the
same time scan multiple times over several different photon en-
ergies. There is also less need for tuning the XFEL for different
energies or scans, each step of which costs time during which the
sample is either not being measured or wasted. For time-sensitive
samples, the efficiency of being able to have a large bandwidth
that does not need to be tweaked during the measurement, com-
bined with having to do just a one-time scan to get the pump-
probe data needed, enables a much faster experiment-to-data
pipeline.

The resulting 2D time-energy XANES spectra can be used to
evaluate the dynamics of the sample at any photon energy within
the XFEL spectral bandwidth or observe the XANES transient at
any measured time delay. The measurement reduced what was in
the past done in two separate scans, one over time and one over
photon energy,[39] to just one, and allowed for a higher spectral
resolution of ≈1 eV. The spectrometer set up in this experiment
allowed for the binning of the data along the energy axis in finer
steps than the bandwidth of the beamline monochromator due
to the camera pixel size, scintillator resolution, and spectrometer
design. The efficiency of the methodology is very high and allows
the experiment to take multiple runs of pump-probe data. The
pump-probe kinetic trace in Figure 6 took ≈15 min to measure
and yielded XANES pump-probe data for several different photon

Figure 6. Pump-probe XANES spectra taken for iron (III) oxalate. A kinetic trace at several different time delays a), and a temporal scan from −250 to
300 fs sorted into 10 fs bins b) extracted from Figure 3.
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energies. The experimental data show a rise time of ≈90 fs, being
limited only by the experimental instrument response function
(IRF) mainly induced by the XFEL and laser pulse durations. The
experiment presented in[39] resulted in data roughly equivalent
to our measurements shown in Figure 6, but it required several
photon energy steps to cover ≈200 eV, each requiring a temporal
scan, whereas the setup presented here required just one tempo-
ral scan. Our measurements also profit from better transmission
efficiency, leading to shorter acquisition time points per time step
to produce data with better statistics.

In addition to the increased efficiency of the setup, the fact
that the data from these measurements provide a 2D signal-time-
energy map allows researchers to more quickly identify edge fea-
tures, interesting temporal phenomena, and energy shifts with
any desired energy resolution. Once those effects are identified,
a more focused scan over just the relevant parameter spaces is
possible.

4. Conclusion

The transmission time-resolved XANES method presented in
this paper enables faster, more efficient, and more detailed
measurements of pump-probe samples at free electron lasers.
The method’s main advantage is the ability to acquire a full
2-D spectrum at once, taking more data points for the same
resources as the standard fluorescence time-resolved XANES
methods. When compared to fluorescence monochromator scan
measurements, the method can cover an energy range at least
an order of magnitude faster. While the full implementation of
the method requires a high-quality grating and an XFEL with
a stable and well-tuned large bandwidth mode, the experience
at SwissFEL is that both of these conditions are well within
the reach of technical and operational capability. Though the
method is currently capable of performing well at tender and
hard X-rays, it may be possible to apply it to softer X-rays under
special circumstances, with high-efficiency gratings that can
provide high-intensity 1st and −1st order beams. The biggest
challenge in such cases is the transmission of the beam through
a sample and the grating, but if these can be mitigated by choice
of materials, sample thickness, or sample type, the method could
be applicable beyond the X-ray range presented here. As more
XFELs begin to offer these modes, such experiments could be
performed more routinely. The gratings can be manufactured
by any well-established lithography laboratory, and their imple-
mentation in the experiments could foster greater collaboration
between nanomanufacturing and biology or chemistry research
groups.
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